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18

ABSTRACT
Polytypism is a typical feature of layered minerals with differences only in stacking

19

sequences. There is no obvious “phase” boundary among different polytypes, although

20

the frequency of polytypes occurrence is related to its crystallization environment. In the

21

past decades, X-ray studies of molybdenite specimens from a variety of geological

22

environments have revealed that most molybdenite crystals contain both 2H1 (hexagonal)

23

and 3R (rhombohedral) polytypes. However, the stacking sequences of these molybdenite

24

polytypic intergrowths and their formation mechanism are not well understood. Here, we

25

report stacking faults and domains of long-period polytypes identified by high-angle

26

annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF‒STEM) in a

27

molybdenite sample from a carbonatite vein in the Huanglongpu Mo-Pb ore deposit in

28

Qinling orogenic belt, Northern China. Several layers of disordered domains intergrown

29

with ordered 2H1 domain were recognized based on contrast in HAADF image with

30

one-dimensional lattice fringes. In addition, a 30-layer long-period polytype was

31

unambiguously identified by a STEM image. The stacking sequences of 4-, 6-, and

32

8-layer disordered domains and the 30-layer long-period polytype were further examined

33

using HRSTEM images at the atomic resolution. A 2H3 polytype with three repetitions

34

was also discovered in the sample. It is suggested that non-equilibrium conditions related

35

to the fluctuation of fluid composition during crystallization resulted in the oscillation of

36

2H1 and 3R polytypes and intergrowth of various disordered domains. Importantly, these
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37

results imply that HAADF-STEM imaging method may be applicable for studying other

38

disordered layered crystals and twinned minerals.

39

Keywords:

40

HAADF-STEM, layered minerals, stacking fault

molybdenite

(MoS2),
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crystallization,

41
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INTRODUCTION

42

43

Molybdenite (MoS2) is layered sulfide mineral that commonly occurs in

44

hydrothermal ore deposits and, like other layered minerals, exhibits polytypism. However,

45

although the first well-established crystal structure of hexagonal-molybdenite (2H1, space

46

group P63/mmc) was determined by Dickinson and Pauling as early as in 1923 (Wickman

47

and Smith 1970), the polytypism of molybdenite was not disclosed until the first

48

synthetic rhombohedral-MoS2 (3R, space group R3m) crystal obtained from a potassium

49

carbonate melt was described by Bell and Herfert (1957). The 3R polytype of

50

molybdenite was further confirmed in later investigations of natural samples from various

51

rocks and petrogenetic environments (Traill 1963; Frondel and Wickman 1970; Ayres

52

1974; Newberry 1979a, b). Since then, the polytypism was widely studied, because the

53

polytypic nature of molybdenite is not only related to properties of the mineral itself but

54

also their geochemical processes including enrichment of trace elements (Frondel and

55

Wickman 1970; Ayres 1974; Newberry 1979a, b; Mccandless et al. 1993; Voudouris et al.

56

2009; Drábek et al. 2010; Ciobanu et al. 2013; McFall et al. 2019; Plotinskaya et al.

57

2019).

58

The polytypes of molybdenite are derived by stacking the double layers of S-Mo-S

59

sheets in different sequences following the rules of close-packed structures (Wickman

60

and Smith 1970). In a basic S-Mo-S layer, the arrangement of S atoms around Mo atoms

61

is either trigonal prismatic (e.g., 1H) or octahedral (e.g., 1T) (Katzke et al. 2004).
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62

However, octahedral stacking is a metastable state, and has only been reported in

63

synthetic systems (Wypych and Schöllhorn 1992; Lin et al. 2014). Figure 1a shows six

64

possible stacking sequences, with a view along the [110] direction. The italic capital letter

65

A, B and C and the lowercase letter a, b and c represent for three possible (x, y)-positions

66

of S sheets and Mo sheets, respectively. Table 1 lists the positions of S and Mo atoms,

67

and the abbreviated and full symbols of S-Mo-S layer stacking sequences. There is a

68

sixfold multiplicity for the stacking of adjacent layers (Fig. 1a), which gives rise to many

69

possible stacking sequences and thus many possible polytypes. According to the

70

close-packed structure rules (Wickman and Smith 1970), the stacking sequences of the

71

discovered natural molybdenite polytypes, that is, the 3R (Fig. 1b) and 2H1 (Fig. 1d)

72

polytypes, are AbABaBCaC (abbreviated as A1B1C1) and AbABcB (abbreviated as A1B2),

73

respectively.

74

Given all the possible stacking sequences, there are 112 theoretically possible

75

polytypes of MoS2 with fewer than seven layers (Wickman and Smith 1970). This

76

suggests the possible existence of other molybdenite polytypes in nature, and potential

77

relationships between polytypes and their chemical compositions and formation

78

environments (Wickman and Smith 1970). However, natural molybdenite usually

79

comprises one of the two known polytypes (common 2H1 and rare 3R) or a mixture of

80

these (Frondel and Wickman 1970; Ayres 1974; Newberry 1979a, b). 2H1 and 3R

81

polytypic mixtures have been thoroughly investigated by X-ray diffraction (Frondel and
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82

Wickman 1970; Ayres 1974; Newberry 1979a, b), but the stacking nature and origin of

83

these polytypic mixtures remain poorly understood.

84

Single-crystal X-ray diffraction is typically used to examine the polytypes of layered

85

minerals (Smith and Yoder 1955; Ross et al. 1966). Alternatively, transmission electron

86

microscopy (TEM) is an effective technique for revealing the stacking sequences of

87

disordered and ordered domains, which has been successfully applied in mica and SiC

88

(Xu and Veblen 1995; Kogure and Nespolo 1999; Aoki et al. 2008; Fregola and Scandale

89

2011). Thus, TEM is a promising approach for revealing the polytypic nature of

90

molybdenite (Lee et al. 2015). The technique of high-angle annular dark-field

91

transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) provides an incoherent image of

92

crystals at atomic resolution, therefore location of atom column positions in an image is

93

greatly simplified. In addition, the resolution of a incoherent (e.g., HAADF-STEM)

94

image is a factor of two higher than that of a coherent (e.g., HRTEM) one, the

95

information is more highly localized, the intensity of atom columns directly reflects their

96

mean square atomic number (Z), and there are no contrast reversals with crystal thickness

97

(Pennycook 2002). The method has been sucessfully applied to solve crystal structures of

98

minerals and nano-phases together with methods of density functional theory (DFT) and

99

single-crystal X-ray diffraction (Shen et al. 2014; Xu 2015; Xu et al. 2016; Lee et al.

100

2016; Keller et al. 2018; Han et al. 2019; Fang and Xu 2019). In this study, some of the

101

disordered and long-period molybdenite polytypes were observed by HAADF-STEM for
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102

the first time. We also discuss possible mechanisms for the formation of disordered

103

stacking and molybdenite polytypes with a long stacking period.

104
105

SAMPLE AND ANALYTICAL METHODS

106

The molybdenite samples used in this (S)TEM study were collected from the same

107

locality as the sample described in a previous study (Yang et al. 2021, in press). They

108

occur in the carbonatite veins of the Huanglongpu Mo-Pb ore deposit in the Qinling

109

orogenic belt, Northern China. The molybdenite were aggregates of thin flakes, ranging

110

from 50 to 80 μm in length and less than 10 μm in thickness. Electron micro-probe

111

analyzer (EMPA) results showed that the chemical formulas of the samples were

112

Mo0.9977Fe0.0020Re0.0003S1.9898 and Mo0.9887Pb0.0070Fe0.0017Ca0.0020Re0.0006S1.9699 for Pb-free

113

and Pb-bearing molybdenite, respectively.

114

The chemical composition of molybdenite was determined by using a JEOL

115

JXA-8230 EMPA operated at 20 kV accelerating voltage and 50 nA probe current under 1

116

μm spot size. TEM sections were prepared by using a Lecia EM UC7 ultramicrotome

117

equipped with a diamond knife. Cross-sections of molybdenite flakes were prepared to

118

observe the S-Mo-S “sandwich” layers. The TEM study was performed on an FEI Talos

119

F200S field-emission transmission electron microscope under 200 kV. Nano-beam

120

electron diffraction (NBED) patterns were obtained in STEM mode, using a condenser

121

aperture with a diameter of 10 μm. High-resolution high-angle annular dark-field
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122

scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-HRSTEM) images were filtered in

123

Gatan DigitalMicrograph software (version 3.11) to remove noisy contrast generated by

124

amorphous materials.

125

RESULTS

126
127

Disordered stacking in molybdenite

128

Micro X-ray diffraction (μ-XRD) pattern in Fig. 2a revealed that the molybdenite

129

comprised a mixture of 2H1 and 3R polytypes (2H1/3R ≈ 9:1) (Yang et al. 2021 in press).

130

The selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern in Fig. 2b shows strong diffraction

131

spots in the 1/12.4 Å-1 repeat along the 10l row, which indicates the host 2H1 polytype.

132

Diffuse streaks are visible in the c* direction in an enlarged view (Fig. 2b insert), which

133

indicates the presence of a high density of stacking faults. This is consistent with the

134

one-dimensional (1D) TEM image (Fig. 3a), which exhibits numerous, unevenly spaced

135

stacking faults parallel to the (001) plane. As shown in Figs. 2a and 2b,

136

low-magnification (S)TEM images captured along the [010]-zone axis of disordered

137

molybdenite do not exhibit distinct variations in contrast. The lattice fringes for this zone

138

axis only show the subcell periodicity of 6.2 Å, which is the width of a single S-Mo-S

139

layer (Fig. 2d insert). A tilt of the molybdenite crystal shown in Fig. 3, approximately 2°

140

about its [100] axis, leads to contrast variations being visible in both TEM (Fig. 3a) and

141

STEM (Fig. 3b) images. These variations generate five repetitive contrast distinctions
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142

(~18-22 nm in thickness) in the TEM and STEM images, as outlined with yellow squares

143

in Figs. 3a-b. The 1D TEM image displays an “undulate” feature, while the 1D STEM

144

image exhibits grey and white oscillations (Figs. 3a-b, respectively). The enlarged STEM

145

image (Fig. 3c) of the red square area marked in Fig. 3b shows that the host 2H1 polytype

146

is separated by a series of disordered domains (i.e., bands with 4, 6, 8, and 10 layers )

147

along the c-axis. These domains are distinguished by the abovementioned contrast

148

variations, and the host 2H1 domains show lower intensity than the long-stacked domains,

149

and further confirmed by nano-beam electron diffraction (NBED) patterns (Figs. 3d-e).

150

This type of intergrowth, which exhibits weak diffusing diffraction spots between the

151

stronger ones (i.e., (101) and (102) in Fig. 2b insert), is denote the 2H-disordered (2Hd)

152

polytype.

153

The enlarged off-zone-axis STEM image of the area marked by a red square in Fig.

154

2c reveals the disordered domains with thickness of 4, 6, and 8 layers (Fig. 4a). Their

155

stacking sequences are unambiguously determined by HRSTEM images along the

156

[010]-zone axis (Fig. 4b-d). Specifically, the brighter spots in the center of the S-Mo-S

157

unit layer are Mo columns, whereas the darker adjacent spots are S columns. All the host

158

2H1 polytype exhibits normalized repetitions of AbABcB (A1B2) stacking sequences. As a

159

result, the 4-layer domain has stacking sequences of either B2C2A2C1 (Fig. 4b) or

160

C2A2B2A1, based on the atom positions of the upper or lower 2H1 domains, respectively.

161

This suggests that there is a 1/3a shift between the top and lower 2H1 domains.
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162

Analogously, the stacking sequences of 4-layer and 6-layer domains in Fig. 4c are

163

C1A2C2A2 and C1A2B2C2A2C2, respectively. The 8-layer domain possesses an

164

A1B2C2A2C2A2C2A2 stacking sequence feature and one stacking fault (SF) is present at

165

the boundary between the 8-layer domain and the host 2H1 polytype (Fig. 4d), as

166

determined by the close-packed rules. The repeat stacking sequence of C2A2C2A2C2A2

167

(indicated by black arrows in Fig. 4d) matches the ball-and-stick model displayed in Fig.

168

1f, which suggests a 2H3 polytype (C2A2) domain occurs with 3 unit cells along the c-axis.

169

All the disordered domains described above have one similar feature, in which most

170

S-Mo-S unit layers are displayed by slipping 1/3[2a+b] with respect to each other (e.g.,

171

A1B1C1 like 3R) except a rotated layer (e.g., A1B2 like 2H1).

172

30-layer long-period polytype

173

An SAED pattern along the [110]-zone axis in Fig. 5a (insert) exhibits sharp

174

separate diffraction spots in the 1/6.2 Å-1 repeating unit along the (00l)* row, with no

175

strong super-lattice signal, which indicates the host domain is the 3R polytype. The

176

presence of streaks and weak spots between the stronger host reflections in the h0l (h ≠

177

3n) indicates that some disorder or stacking faults in this crystal. The low-magnification

178

1D STEM image (tilted ~2° about its [-110] axis) shows that two types of domains

179

periodic repetition occur at least 10 times (Fig. 5a). These domains are separated by the

180

intense one-layer-thick band indicated by the yellow triangles in HRSTEM image (Fig.

181

5b). The 9-layer and 21-layer bands alternate to form the domains with a period of 30
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182

layers. The NBED patterns (Fig. 6a) along [110]-zone axis demonstrate that the host

183

domain is 3R, as is further confirmed by the atom-level HRSTEM images (Figs. 5c-d).

184

The slip and rotation of the S-Mo-S unit layer are unequivocally determined, as follows:

185

the layer-by-layer 1/3a shift is dominant (as indicated by the black arrows in Fig. 5c), and

186

these shifted layers form intergrowth with the rotated layers (as indicated by yellow

187

letters in Figs. 5c, d). This 30-layer long-period domain with a c-axis periodicity of ~184

188

Å is composed of 28 slipping layers and two rotated layers, with stacking sequence of

189

A1B2(A1C1B1)2A1B2(B1C1A1)6B1C1 (Fig. 5d). The stacking of the 30-layer polytype that

190

results from the periodic intergrowth of 2H1 and 3R domains means this long-periodic

191

molybdenite domain has monoclinic (Cm) symmetry, with unit cell parameters of a =

192

5.48 Å, b = 3.16 Å, and c = 183.90 Å, where β = 90.57o. The intense bands represent the

193

rotated layer, which has periodic repetition of 9-layer and 21-layer domains (Figs. 5a-b);

194

this feature is generated by periodic intergrowth of 2H1 polytype within the host 3R

195

polytype. The NBED results also reveal that the host domains are generally 3R (Fig. 6a),

196

aside from some disordered ones (Fig. 6b).

197

Iron (Fe)-bearing and Lead (Pb)-bearing molybdenite

198

An energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) spectrum (Fig. 7a insert) of an

199

Fe-bearing molybdenite shows that the Fe enrichment is localized to a certain part of the

200

crystal (Fig. 7a). The EDS mapping of Fe-Kα intensities confirms that this enrichment is

201

in the lower part of the crystal (Figs. 7a-b). In addition, there is a high density of defects
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202

in the Fe-enriched domain, as indicated by the black triangle in Fig. 7a, and no other

203

phase is observed, indicating that Fe is mainly present in the molybdenite lattice and/or

204

defect sites. The NBED pattern of the upper part of the crystal (Fe-poor domain) in Fig.

205

7a along the [110]-zone axis only shows hkl (k ≠ 3n) diffraction spots in (00l) raw, which

206

indicate an ordered 3R polytype (Fig. 7c). The streaks in the diffraction rows of the

207

Fe-enriched domain indicate a 3Rd structure (Fig. 7d). In addition, the 1D (HR)TEM

208

images of the Pb-enriched area show that it possesses a nine-layer periodicity domain

209

with five repetitions, and has intergrowth with disordered domains (Figs. 8a-b). The

210

SAED patterns reveal the presence of an ordered 2H1 polytype (Fig. 8c) and disordered

211

2Hd polytype (Fig. 8d) in the Pb-poor and Pb-enriched domains, respectively. These

212

results demonstrate that the presence of trace elements is strongly correlated with the

213

existence of disordered domains in molybdenite crystals.

214
215
216

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The genesis of disordered and long-period polytypes in molybdenite

217

One of the interesting results of this study is that several distinct disordered domains

218

(with thicknesses of 4, 6, 8, and 10 layers within the ordered 2H1 polytype) are found to

219

occur immediately adjacent to each other, and exhibit apparently coherent intergrowth

220

(Fig. 3c). Three mechanisms/models that may explain the formation of such disordered

221

and complex polytypes are (1) the deformation of an ordered crystal; (2) spiral growth,
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222

due to the incorporation of trace elements (i.,e., a kinetic model); (3) growth resulting

223

from non-equilibrium conditions, due to variations in fluid compositions and/or

224

supersaturation during crystallization (i.e., a non-equilibrium model).

225

The disordered domains that are observed to coexist with ordered 2H1 domains

226

apparently do not appear to have induced by stress, as no distortion of the host

227

molybdenite crystal is visible. Thus, these disordered microstructures were probably

228

formed during crystallization from high-temperature fluid (Yang et al. 2021 in press).

229

Several reports have suggested that the rare polytype of molybdenite (i.e., 3R) grows by a

230

screw-dislocation mechanism and is stabilized by incorporation of trace elements

231

(Newberry 1979a, and references therein). Moreover, screw dislocations typically occur

232

in crystals that form in low-supersaturation or high-impurity environments, and spiral

233

growth may produce ordered long-period polytypes (Baronnet 1992). This may account

234

for the formation of the ordered 30-layer long-period polytype (Fig. 5). However, the

235

EDS results reveal no remarkable chemical variation between the disordered domains and

236

their adjacent ordered 2H1 domains, and no screw dislocation is observed in the

237

disordered domains (Figs. 3b-e). The non-equilibrium model related to the compositional

238

fluctuation of fluid during crystallization was proposed by Xu and Veblen (1995), and

239

used to describe disordered crystallization of biotite. The application of this model to the

240

above disordered molybdenite crystals, which were originally formed under rapid cooling

241

from a high-temperature carbonate melt, suggests that the disordered stacking may be
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242

induced by the incorporation of a significant amount of trace elements (e.g., Fe and Pb)

243

(Figs. 7-8). This is due to site occupancy initially being random during rapid cooling

244

from high temperatures, with trace element diffusion and crystal ordering increasing as

245

the temperature decreases (Yang et al. 2021 in press). However, rapid cooling means that

246

kinetic barriers exist and prevent the full conversion of disordered domains to ordered

247

domains. Thus, we infer that the disordered molybdenite was formed under

248

non-equilibrium conditions, which consisted of varying fluid compositions and/or

249

supersaturation levels during crystallization.

250

The most stable structure of molybdenite under many geological conditions is 2H1,

251

which is thus the most abundant polytype in nature. The 3R polytype is rare in natural

252

systems, and other polytypes (e.g., 1T and 1T′) have only been found in special synthetic

253

systems, as they are unstable with respect to 2H1 (Newberry 1979a; Wypych and

254

schöllhorn 1992; Lin et al. 2014). Rapid crystallization promotes the incorporation of

255

incompatible elements or impurities (i.e., their partitioning coefficients < 1) into a crystal

256

(Wang and Xu 2001). During the crystallization of molybdenite from either magma or

257

hydrothermal solution, the ideally crystallized structure at equilibrium should be the 2H1

258

polytype, due to its thermodynamical stability. By analyzing large regions of several

259

molybdenite samples, we determined that 2H1 is the dominant polytype, and that

260

disordered domains are also present. The latter can be considered as resulting from

261

oscillation between the growth of 2H1 and 3R states, and are metastable under
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steady-state/equilibrium conditions during molybdenite crystallization. Thus, the

263

intergrowth of 2H1 and disordered domains in a molybdenite crystal may indicate that

264

certain conditions existed during crystallization, i.e., oscillations between 2H1 and 3R

265

states may result from non-equilibrium states caused by fluctuations in fluid composition

266

during crystallization. This discovery suggests that the mixed structures (i.e., 2H1 + 3R)

267

of molybdenite revealed by X-ray techniques may have more nanoscale-level complexity

268

than we have previously thought. Thus, further studies about the stacking nature are

269

needed to constrain the crystallization environments.

270

Identification of the disordered/complex polytypes

271

To the best of our knowledge, this (S)TEM study is the first to describe the

272

disordered/complex polytypes of molybdenite. The SAED/NBED patterns we obtained

273

reveal many molybdenite polytypes coexist, including ordinary (e.g., 2H1 and 3R) and

274

complex polytypes. The disordered/complex polytypes of mica are easily identified by

275

1D HRTEM of lattice fringes at relatively low magnification (Iijima and Buseck 1978;

276

Baronnet 1992; Kogure and Nespolo 1999; Fregola and Scandale 2011), this technique is

277

also applicable to molybdenite (Fig. 3a). However, although HRTEM structural images

278

combined with image simulation can reveal the stacking sequences of molybdenite,

279

variations in crystal thickness and deviations from the zone axis significantly affect the

280

resulting structural images (Shiojiri et al. 1991). In addition, due to the short distance

281

between Mo and S sheets in molybdenite and the existence of dynamic diffraction effects,
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it is difficult to obtain atomic-resolution structure images for a wedge shaped TEM

283

specimen.

284

It can be seen that the complex stacking features of molybdenite are more

285

distinguishable in the STEM image (Fig. 3b) than in the TEM image (Fig. 3a). We

286

therefore suggest that the best way to identify various forms of disordered stacking of

287

molybdenite polytypes is to perform low-magnification (S)TEM of samples that are

288

slightly tilted away from the [hk0] zone axis (i.e., tilted 1–4° about the [hk0] axis) (Fig.

289

3b). A slightly tilt around the [hk0] axis so that the center of the Laue circle lies close to

290

but not exactly coincident with one of the principal axes of the diffraction pattern, then

291

the fringes will correctly show the structure periodicity (Iijima and Buseck 1978). Thus,

292

for practical purposes, the following simple observation steps are proposed: (1) obtain an

293

SAED pattern from the [100]/[110]-zone axis, from which a mixed stacked domain can

294

be selected; (2) capture low-magnification 1D STEM images of lattice fringes, to

295

determine the variation of polytypes; (3) acquire structural images from the

296

[100]/[110]-zone axis, to reveal the exact stacking sequences of the polytypes. For

297

example, the streaking reflections in the 2H1-hosted SAED pattern (Fig. 2b) suggest that

298

disordered stacking is present in this sample. This is further supported by the 1D STEM

299

images of the host 2H1 polytype domain indicating a superstructure with a doubled

300

periodicity (Figs. 3b-c), and the STEM atomic images revealing A1B2 stacking sequences

301

that correspond to the 2H1 polytype (Figs. 4b-d).
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302

The present study demonstrates that HAADF-STEM is superior to HRTEM for

303

combining 1D lattice fringe imagery with atomic imagery for studying complex stacking

304

sequences of disordered states in molybdenite containing impurities. Importantly, the

305

HAADF-STEM imaging method may be also applicable to the examination of other

306

layered minerals and twinned crystals, such as phyllosilicate, graphite, moissanite, and

307

feldspar.

308

309

310

311

312
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440

Figure Captions:

441

FIGURE 1. The stacking sequences of molybdenite (MoS2) polytypes. (a) Six

442

possible kinds of stacking S-Mo-S layers along the [110] direction. (b–f) The stacking

443

sequences along the [001] (top) and [110] (bottom) directions of (b) 3R (A1B1C1), (c) 3T

444

(A1B1C2), (d) 2H1 (A1B2), (e) 2H2 (A1C2), and (f) 2H3 (A1C1) polytypes, respectively. The

445

light blue and yellow balls represent Mo and S atoms, respectively.

446

447

Figure 2. Micro X-ray diffraction (μ-XRD) and selected-area electron diffraction

448

(SAED) patterns, and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high-angle

449

annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF‒STEM)

450

images of a disordered molybdenite particle. (a) μ-XRD pattern of a 2H1+3R

451

molybdenite. (b) SAED patterns with enlarged diffraction spots insert, and the

452

corresponding low-magnification TEM (c) and STEM (d) images captured along the [010]

453

zone axis.

454
455

Figure 3. One-dimensional (1D) TEM image, HAADF-STEM images and

456

nano-beam electron diffraction (NBED) patterns of the disordered molybdenite

457

particle. Higher contrast 1D TEM (a) and STEM (d) images of the same sample in

458

Figure 2c-d slightly tilted (~2°) about its [100] axis. (c) Enlarged STEM image of the
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459

area outlined by the red square in (b). (d-e) NBED patterns of the area outlined by the red

460

circle in (c). L: -layer.

461

462

Figure 4. High-resolution high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission

463

electron microscopy (HAADF-HRSTEM) atomic images of disordered domains. (a)

464

STEM image of the disordered domains of the area outlined by the yellow square in Fig.

465

3c. HRSTEM atomic images of (b) 4-layered stacking domain of the area outlined by the

466

black square in the middle of (a), (c) 4-layered and 6-layered stacking domains of the

467

area outlined by the black square in the top of (a), and (d) 8-layered stacking domain of

468

the area outlined by the black square in the bottom of (a). The light blue and yellow balls

469

represent Mo and S atoms, respectively. L: -layer.

470

471

Figure 5. (High-resolution) high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission

472

electron microscopy (HAADF-(HR)STEM) images and selected-area electron

473

diffraction (SAED) patterns of a 30-layer long-period polytype particle. (a) SAED

474

patterns of [110]-zone axis (insert) and one-dimensional STEM image of a sample tilted

475

slightly (~2°) about its [-110] axis. (b) Enlarged STEM image of the area outlined by the

476

black square in (a). Atomic-level HRSTEM images of (c) 9-layered domain of the area

477

outlined by the yellow square in the middle of (b) and (d) 30-layered domain of the area

478

outlined by the yellow square in the bottom of (b), of the [110]-zone axis represented by
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479

the ball-and-stick model. The light blue and yellow balls represent Mo and S atoms,

480

respectively. L: -layer.

481

482

Figure 6. Representative nano-beam electron diffraction (NBED) patterns of the

483

30-layer long-period polytype particle. NBED patterns of the area outlined by the red

484

circle in Fig. 5b show (a) ordered 3R polytype and (b) disordered 3Rd domains.

485

486

Figure 7. Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) image, electron

487

diffraction spectroscopy (EDS) mapping, and nano-beam electron diffraction

488

(NBED) patterns of an iron (Fe)-bearing molybdenite (MoS2) sample. STEM image

489

(a) and the corresponding EDS mapping (b) show the molybdenite sample with Fe-poor

490

and Fe-bearing features in its upper and lower domains, respectively. Note: the EDS

491

spectrum (the insert in (a)) was taken from the lower domain of (a), the Cu signal was

492

from the Cu grid. (c, d) NBED patterns of the Fe-poor (c) and Fe-bearing (d) domains.

493

494

Figure 8. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images and

495

selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns of a lead (Pb)-bearing

496

molybdenite particle. (a) 1D TEM image showing ordered and disordered features of

497

Pb-poor and Pb-bearing domains, respectively. (b) Enlarged HRTEM image of the area
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498

outlined by the red square in (a) with fast Fourier transform pattern inset, showing a

499

nine-layered long-periodic domain. (c, d) SAED patterns of Pb-poor (c) and Pb-bearing

500

(d) domains.

501

502

503
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Table 1. Atom positions and symbols of six possible kinds of S-Mo-S layers-stacking
(modified after Wickman and Smith, 1970).
Full symbol of layer

S positions

Mo positions

Abbreviated symbol
of layer

AbA

0, 0, ± Z

⅓, ⅔, 0

A1

AcA

0, 0, ± Z

⅔, ⅓, 0

A2

BcB

⅓, ⅔, ± Z

⅔, ⅓, 0

B1

BaB

⅓, ⅔, ± Z

0, 0, 0

B2

CaC

⅔, ⅓, ± Z

0, 0, 0

C1

CbC

⅔, ⅓, ± Z

⅓, ⅔, 0

C2

